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THE COMMON AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM (CAIS)
TOOLSET SOFTWARE (CTS)

Rodney M. Homan
Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division

Patuxent River, Maryland  20670
Data Processing and Display Branch 515100

ABSTRACT

The Department of Defense (DoD), through a Tri-Service Program Office, is developing
the Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS) to promote standardization,
commonality, and interoperability among aircraft test instrumentation systems. The advent
of CAIS will change how the DoD test community conducts business. The CAIS program
will allow aircraft test and evaluation facilities to utilize common airborne systems, ground
support equipment, and technical knowledge for airborne instrumentation systems.

The CAIS Toolset Software (CTS) provides the capability to generate formats and
load/verify airborne memories. The CTS is primarily a software applications program
hosted on an IBM compatible portable personal computer with several interface cards. The
software will perform most functions without the presence of the interface cards to allow
the user to develop test configurations and format loads on a desktop computer.
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BACKGROUND

The Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS) is being developed by the
Department of Defense (DoD), through a Tri-Service Program Office, located within the
Test Article Preparation Competency at the Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division,
Patuxent River. The primary goal is to develop an airborne flight test capability that will
facilitate commonality of instrumentation between aircraft types and interoperability
between all DoD test ranges. The CAIS is expected to meet the needs of the Air Force,
Army, and Navy into the next century. The program will provide the most flexible system
feasible for applications to current and projected aircraft. Fundamentally, it is designed to



support the full breadth of applications, from a small test program requiring a few
parameters, to a full scale major weapon system test program. In addition, it will be
airframe and test activity independent.

CAIS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The CAIS is a time division multiplexed digital data acquisition system consisting of a
family of building blocks interconnected via the CAIS bus. The system can handle output
data rates from 2 kilobits per second to 50 Megabits per second (Mbps) in word lengths of
12 and 16 bits. The CAIS is fully programmable with a capacity of at least 8,000 input
channels. The output data is multiple IRIG-compatible Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
data streams for telemetry and recording with additional special purpose data streams.

CAIS AIRBORNE UNITS

"" Airborne System Controller (ASC).
• Airborne Processor (AP) Slice. 
• 1553 Remote Terminal (RT) Slice. 
• Pulse Code Modulation Combiner (PCMC) Slice. 

"" Data Acquisition Units (DAUs). 
• Analog-Discrete DAU (ADAU). 
• Avionics DAU (AVDAU). 
• Global Positioning System DAU (GDAU). 
• Discrete DAU (DDAU). 
• Miniature DAU (MDAU). 

"" Pulse Code Modulation Combiner (PCMC). 
"" Airborne Battery Pack (ABP).
"" Data Display Subsystem.

GROUND SUPPORT UNITS

"" Instrumentation Support Equipment (ISE). 
• Portable Flight-Line Unit (PFU).

• CAIS Toolset Software (CTS).
• CAIS Bus Interface (CBI).
• Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC).
• Pulse Code Modulation Decombiner (PCMD).

• Bus Activity Simulator (BAS)
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Figure 1. Test Relationships

CTS OVERVIEW

The PFU is primarily a CAIS ground support unit, hosted on a minimum 386  IBM
compatible personal computer (PC), 8 MB RAM, 14" VGA Monitor,  with mouse or
mouseless system. The PFU will support two interface boards--the CAIS Bus Interface
(CBI) card and a Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) card. This provides the user
with the flexibility to select the PC (portable or otherwise) that meets their size,
environmental, ruggedability, and TEMPEST requirements. 

The CTS software which resides on the PFU provides the capability to generate and
modify formats; load, modify, and verify the memory contents of CAIS airborne Line
Replaceable Units (LRUs);  verify airborne system configuration; and display/record the
results of all significant operations. Decommutating and limit checking raw PCM data will
be available as user-selected Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS) application programs. This
will allow the user maximum flexibility in selecting an appropriate COTS program to
obtain the desired PCM analysis capabilities. Interfacing to other applications will be
supported using Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard (TMATS) files.

The CTS is designed to allow the user to create tests for an instrumentation system where
the hardware configuration is evolving based on a required set of parameters or for  an
instrumentation system with a predetermined hardware configuration. The CTS may also
be used to design a test where both hardware configuration and parameter definitions are
being developed. The CTS's reports, user input validation, and test validation features may
be used to help the user analyze test data. Based upon the results of the analysis, the user
may modify the test through the user interface features  which include adding, copying,
and deleting the test entities. Parameter connections to channels and buses can also be
modified.

The CTS defines a tail as the
BUNO number of a aircraft
platform which may run  one or
more projects or tests throughout
the aircraft's existence. The test
relationships within  one tail  (see
Figure 1) are described as either
one-to-one, one-to-many, or
many-to-many. For example,
there is a one-to-many
relationship between a Tail and a
Test. This means each Tail may
have  more than one Test. There



is a one-to-one relationship between a Test and a Hardware Configuration. This means that
each Test has one and only one Hardware Configuration. There is a many to many
relationship between a Parameter and a Format. This means a Parameter can be related to
more than one Format and a Format can be related to more than one Parameter.

Parameters are associated at the Test level, not the Tail level to allow each Test to stand
alone and be composed of only the parameters required for that test. Each parameter in the
test is defined by the user as being associated with a specific signal type thus allowing the
user  to define parameters  prior to defining the specific hardware configuration or prior to
connecting the parameter to a specific hardware channel. As the user defines the hardware
configuration and connects the parameters to the hardware channels, the CTS verifies the
parameter signal type matches the signal type inherent to the hardware channel. 

DESIGN APPROACH

The implementation of CTS was designed using Object Oriented Design (OOD) and
implemented using Object Oriented Programming (OOP). The CTS Computer Software
Configuration Item (CSCI)  consists of Computer Software Components (CSCs) called
classes and Computer Software Units (CSUs) called operations. The CTS CSCI is
designed to operate within the Microsoft Windows 3.1 environment. The Microsoft Visual
C++ (MSVC) Windows Development System and Tools were used for the CTS CSCI
implementation. MSVC is an interactive development environment that provides separate
tools for:  laying out the Windows program skeleton, designing the user interface,
generating, compiling, linking and debugging code. The design of the CTS CSCI makes
extensive use of the Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) Library application framework.
The MFC application framework not only provides a superset of the C++ class library, but
also defines the application structure of the Windows program. The CTS CSCI will be
compiled and linked for 16-bit architecture, but options for 32-bit architecture machines
are available and will be implemented in life cycle.

MODAL VS. MODELESS DIALOG BOXES

In order to allow the user a more extended view of the test information, CTS makes use of
what is known in the Microsoft software world as modeless dialog boxes. Most Windows
programs require a user to cancel or remove a screen before working in another screen.
These screens are displayed as Modal Dialog boxes. Modeless Dialog boxes allow screens
to be displayed continuously, thus allowing the user to input data in multiple screens
without actually reopening them. This will allow the CTS user to view and enter parameter
information, hardware information, and format information without opening, closing and
reopening screens. 
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Figure 2. CTS Functional Areas

FUNCTIONAL AREA DESCRIPTION

The functional areas of CTS are dependent on the basic CAIS functionality and were
determined through extensive user requirements analysis. The CTS CSCI descriptions are 
provided in Table 1 and the functional areas are shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Functional Area Descriptions

FUNCTIONAL AREA DESCRIPTION
User Input Input the definition of a test and control the CTS functions
Automatic Format Generation Assist the user in test format definition
Loadfile Generation Compile database test description for test load into LRU memory
TMATS Translation Import/export TMATS formatted file into/out of  CTS data base
Validation Assist the user in setting up error free test configurations
LRU BIT and PFU BIT Perform LRU Built-in-Test (BIT) and PFU BIT
Report Generation Allow CTS output for interim and formal report inclusion
Loading Transfer loadfile data across the external interfaces to the LRUs



In order to define a test using CTS, a user must first create a tail. A test can then be
created under an existing tail. Creating a tail and test establishes the directory structure and
files required to define that test. Once a test is established, the user can open the test and
define the test parameters, formats, and the hardware configuration. Once those are
defined, the user can validate the test, build the loadfiles, and load the airborne unit
memory.

USER INTERFACE OVERVIEW

The CTS user interface is a Windows environment which guides the user in defining test
data. This takes advantage of menus, pull-down lists, various selection buttons, and the
enabling/disabling of relevant control buttons. This design limits the user to valid choices
rather  than free entry. Test information is included in report files, loadfiles, and database
files. The CTS user interface manages these files and the  data within them to avoid
incorrect manipulation of test information and to ensure consistency.

Through the user interface, test entries may be copied within or between tests, depending
on the entities. These include parameters, formats, DAU's, CAIS Buses,  and Hardware
Configuration  definitions. Loadfiles and report files may also be copied. 

The CTS allows for multiple setup files (*.ini files) to store/retrieve default preferences 
tailored to user needs. These preference settings control the view of the screen, report
setups,  and the test creation defaults.

A button bar is provided of frequently used functions such as open and save tests, modify
preference settings, and perform Initiated Built-in Test (IBIT) on PFU hardware and
airborne units. 

The order of the top level menu bar and associated pull down menu items allows the user
to logically traverse the CTS. The menu items are Tail/Test, Parameter, H/W (Hardware)
Configuration, Format, Load/Verify, Window, and Help. The user begins by creating and
opening a test. The user then defines parameters  and hardware configuration. Finally,
formats may be populated and  loadfiles generated. If the PFU is configured with the CAIS
Bus Interface card or the SDLC interface card,  then  Load/Verify functions associated
with uploading and downloading the airborne units is enabled.  



TAIL/TEST 

Tests may be created, copied, saved, and closed through the CTS. As part of tail/test
information, the user may change, save and restore default preference settings. These
defaults allow for:

"" Two lines of  text for customized report header titles.
"" A maximum Parameter Mnemonic length between 8 and 32 characters
"" Default Format Word size of 12 bits or 16 bits
"" Default frame sync word pattern
"" A choice to display  lists of parameters on various CTS screens sorted by Name or

by Mnemonic
"" A choice to display selected values on various CTS screens in HEX, Decimal or

Octal
"" Default filenames for reports.
"" Complete Test Description (CTD) -  a default set of reports chosen from a list of

available reports. These may be output with a keystroke.

The user is given the opportunity to override a number of these default preference settings
throughout the CTS session. 

PARAMETERS

New parameters may be created and existing parameters  opened to modify definitions.
The user selects the parameter to open by choosing from a list of existing parameters
sorted by mnemonic or name. Once a parameter is open, all the existing parameter
information  is displayed on a screen as shown in Figure 3.

The user may enter signal range and related engineering unit information, and choose a
signal  and calibration type  for  the parameter using this screen. Once a calibration type is
chosen, the user supplies details in sub-screens displayed via the setup buttons. The screen 
displayed depends on the type chosen. For example, if  Data Pairs  is the chosen
calibration type, selecting the setup button displays  a screen to collect  the data pairs from
the user. If Coefficients is the chosen type, selecting the associated setup button displays a
screen  to collect the coefficients from the user. 

The Sample Information box on this screen allows the user to enter the required sample
rate for the parameter which is used by  CTS for automatic format generation. The user
also enters the parameter sample size in bits. If the parameter sample size is greater than
the format word size, multiple consecutive format words will be required to collect the
parameter in the PCM stream. CTS assists the user in this task by  enabling  the
appropriate  number of multimnemonic syllable edit boxes on the screen allowing  the user
to supply additional mnemonics  for this purpose.



Figure 3. Parameter Setup

The total gain and offset is displayed on this screen. The user supplies the information
contributing to these totals by using the associated setup button. Hardware connection
information for the parameter is displayed for information only. The user actually defines
and modifies these connections using the H/W Configuration  menu items and screens.

H/W (HARDWARE)  CONFIGURATION

Through the H/W Configuration screens, the user defines the airborne unit H/W
configuration and defines the  parameter connections to the H/W. Once a user chooses a
specific controller or stand alone CAIS DAU configuration, CTS enables the appropriate
menu items to allow the user to further define the test hardware configuration. 

Controller configurations allow the user to define remote DAUs at specified CAIS Bus
locations.  Depending on the controller chosen, the user may define Remote DAUs on 1, 2
or 3 CAIS Buses. Each CAIS Bus configuration is displayed on a separate screen. The
user may choose to add a DAU to the CAIS Bus through the Add button which displays a
screen to collect the DAU type, DAU ID, and user comment information for the remote 



DAU. Once a remote DAU is added to a CAIS bus, it may be highlighted on the CAIS
Bus screen and copied, deleted, edited, or moved in a manner consistent with the ADD
button. 

In order to configure the specifics inherent to each remote DAU, the user  highlights the
DAU and chooses the Configure button. The Configure button displays a context sensitive
screen depending on the DAU type. These screens  display default settings for the DAU
which are modifiable by the user. CTS provides the capability to connect parameters to the
DAUs in this same manner; by highlighting the DAU and choosing the Parameter Connect
button. The Parameter Connect button is also available from the  specific DAU screen
displayed by the Configure button. The Parameter Connection Screen displays a list of 
defined parameters. The user may highlight a parameter and connect or disconnect it from
the DAU hardware.

If a standalone configuration is chosen by the user, the screen to configure that DAU is
automatically displayed with defaults modifiable by the user. The Parameter Connect
button is available from the  Configure screens and functions consistently with the
Parameter Connect button described in the previous paragraph.

FORMATS

The user defines formats either manually or by choosing automatic format generation. To
manually create a format, the user places parameters (which are chosen from a displayed
list of defined parameters) in the cells of a matrix representing the PCM format. Once a
parameter is in a cell, the user has quick access (by double-clicking that cell) to view the
parameter attributes and hardware connection information. If a parameter requires multiple
syllable mnemonics as defined in the Parameter section above, CTS automatically places
them in the format consecutively when the first parameter mnemonic is placed in the
format.

The user may choose to have CTS automatically generate formats. The user chooses which
parameters  to include in the format and CTS generates the format based upon the required
sample rates provided (refer to the Parameter Open screen above). The automatic format
generation algorithm is designed to optimize bit rate. Once the format is generated, it is
displayed in matrix format and may be edited manually.



LOAD/VERIFY

The Load/Verify menu items allow the user to:
"" Build loadfiles
"" Validate tests, hardware configurations, and formats
"" Execute Configuration Match Tests 
"" Clear, Load, Read, and Compare Airborne Unit memory
"" Initiate IBIT on Line Replaceable Units

In order to reduce loadfile compile time, loadfiles may be generated on an individual basis
or test basis. In order to conserve disk space, CTS provides the capability to compress
loadfiles. 

REPORT GENERATION

The reports are generated from the database tables or generated from results of CTS
processes such as loading airborne memory or CTS BIT. A Complete Test Description
(CTD) may be chosen through the Reports screen allowing user to quickly output the
selected set of reports. The CTS provides reports  for:

"" All Parameters "" Selected Parameters "" Database Hardware Configuration
"" Unused Parameters "" Configuration Match Test "" Inititated BIT
"" Used Parameters "" CTS BIT "" Formats, either in matrix form 
"" LRU Memory Load/     or tabular form
   Compare

 TMATS TRANSLATION

IRIG Standard 106-93, Telemetry Standards, Chapter 9, Telemetry Attributes Transfer
Standard (TMATS)  specifies a common format for the transfer of information between the
user and the test range and between ranges. The CTS provides the capability to  translate
test data to and from TMATS formatted files for exchange of data with other ground
support systems, such as COTS PCM Analysis Tools.

HELP

CTS help is available on a screen by screen basis or by choosing the appropriate topic
from a Table of Contents.



COTS

In addition to the MFC Library, Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) software  products are
a part of the CTS design. The MFC Library is the foundation of the CTS system. The Grid
Tool is integrated into the User Interface layer to provide large matrix display and
manipulation. Crystal Report Writer generates reports from the Paradox database tables
and PKWARE provides file compression and decompression. Both are accessed from the
Application layer classes. The Paradox ODBC driver software interfaces with the Record
Set Layer and the Paradox formatted database tables. Smart Heap provides memory
management and is accessed from the User Interface, Application and Database class
layers. Crystal Report Writer accesses the Paradox formatted database tables directly.

SUMMARY

The CAIS Toolset Software is being developed by the CAIS Joint Program Office as part
of a DoD effort to develop airborne flight test capability that will facilitate commonality of
instrumentation between aircraft types and interoperability between all test ranges. The
CTS will support a broad array of functions such as generating and modifying formats;
loading modifying and verifying memory contents of CAIS LRUs; executing BIT;
verifying airborne system configurations; and displaying/recording results of all significant
operations. Additional functions, such as decommutating and limit checking can be
performed through associated COTS applications programs. The CTS design implements
these functions based on the CAIS standard configurations using Object Oriented Design
in a Microsoft Windows 3.1 environment. The resulting application is user friendly,
efficient and can be modified easily through the OOD module approach.


